
Exercise B.  CHOICE TEST Indicate the choice of ONE best option you have made within each group 

of 4 given. If you change your mind, please make clear what your final answer is. 
 

A typical “life” of an Act of Parliament would be… 

adopted – drawn up – enforced – repealed.  drawn up – adopted – enforced – repealed.  

enforced – drawn up – repealed – adopted.  drawn up – adopted – repealed – enforced. 
 

By the time we were informed of the incident, they …………. a press release . 

had issued       are issuing 

issued  will issue 
 

Countries’ proportional voting systems contrast with “first past the ……….” in the UK. 

point  pole   

port  post 
 

Having no previous experience, he was forced to ………… numerous job interviews. 

attend    apply 

participate  reply 
 

 

He ………….. me from doing my job! 

assisted  encouraged 

opposed  prevented 
 

He was ………. for speeding in his car. 

accused  fined   

charged  guilty 
 

I am writing to ………… you of a mistake noted in yesterday’s article. 

complain  correct 

inform   criticise 
  

I can’t comply ………. the instruction ……… this occasion. 

for, at  on, in  

with, on  to, with 
 

I would be grateful ……….. supply me with a new computer. 

for having  for your 

if you could to have 
 

If we had known of the issue, we ………… differently at that time. 

would be reacting   would have reacted       

would react          would reacted       
 

In the 19th century, the level ………… steadily. 

has fallen  will fall 

fell  falling 
 

It is generally believed that a crisis will develop ………… appropriate measures are taken. 

as long as   even if 

in spite of   provided that    
 

Please ……… as quickly as possible. 

respond  responding 

responds  to respond 
 

This case ………. many serious questions. 

raises  rises 

risen  roses 
 



This procedure is so inefficient! It really needs…… 

adopting.  expanding. 

implementing. streamlining. 
 

Those new measures seem a bit……..  

excess.  exclude. 

extent.  extreme. 
 

Those who make such mistakes must be ………. accountable for them. 

had  set 

put  held 
 

Up to now, only two documents…….. 

are signing.      have been signed.       

have been signing.  were signed.      
 

We ….……. replying so quickly! 

are not used to  did not use to 

not using to used it to   
 

We see that the ………… of the new Directive is quite broad. 

scan  scope 

score  screen 
 

While the election was taking place, numerous acts of violence ………….. reported around the 

country. 

are   have been   

had been   were being  
 

……. to me please, as soon as you can. 

To write  Writing   

Write  Written 


